Wet Felted Vessel Step by Step Instructions

Materials:
Bubble wrap

Resist

Wool fiber

Silk fiber

Tulle

Small bowl

Warm water

Clean sponge

Small towel

Small plastic bag

Mild dish soap

Scissors

Pool noodle

Step by step by step:
Working with fibers: Shake the fibers a little to loosen them. To pull off tufts: Hold the loose ends with
one hand and also a couple inches away with the other hand and gently pull apart to make a fluffy tuft
of fiber.
1/ Split your silk fibers and wool fibers separately into two equal parts. Set one set of silk and wool
apart to keep them dry.
2/ Place bubble wrap on a sturdy, waterproof surface. Place the resist in the center of the mat.
3/ Spread the 1st part of silk over the resist, extending the fiber about ¾” beyond the edge of the
circle. Lay the silk in a sunburst shape. This layer will be thin and web-like, open spaces are OK for
this layer.

4/ Tuft and lay the 1st part of the wool fiber over the silk/resist in an even layer. For best results lay
the wool fibers in a sunburst pattern, extending ¾” beyond the edge of the resist. Coverage should be
even thickness with no holes or empty spaces.

5/ Lay the tulle over the wool/silk/reisist.
In a small bowl, mix 1 teaspoon of dish soap with 2 cups of warm water.

6/ Soak up the soap & water mix with the sponge, and squeeze over the center of the silk/wool circle.
Use the sponge or your fingers push the water into the silk/wool and soak the center portion of fibers
through and through. Try to keep the edges a little dry for now. Press the water into the wool, this
helps push out extra air pockets. The color of the wool fiber becomes darker as it getss wet.
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7/ Using the small plastic bag as a glove, gently begin rubbing the tulle and fibers in the center of the
circle. An inward circular motion works best. After a few rubs, begin increasing the pressure. Continue
rubbing for about 1-2 minutes.
Note: When rubbing fibers start with gentle pressure and increase as fibers begin to meld together.
Use inward circle motions for best results. As you rub, use your fingers to keep edges smooth and
push up against the resist. The more you rub, the more firm your felt will be (which is good for making
vessels).
8/ Gently peel back the tulle from the fibers. Use one hand to lift tulle and one hand to hold the fibers
down. If a lot of the fiber pulls up, return to step 7 and rub another 1 to 2 minutes.

9/ Now that you have one side started, gently flip all layers of the resist/wool/silk upside down.

10/ Lay the 2nd part of silk on the resist.
Then fold all of the loose wool and silk fiber up and over the edges.

11/ Lay the 2nd portion of the wool on the circle in a sunburst pattern. Leave a little overlap at the
edges. Lay tulle on top of fibers.
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12/ Repeat steps 6 and 7. After 1 to 2 minutes gently remove tulle and flip the circle. Tuck the loose
edges up and over. Continue rubbing.
13/ Continuing rubbing and flipping side to side every few minutes to evenly compress (felt) the fibers.
Continue for about 20-25 minutes. Add a little soap & water as needed.
Note: the thicker the layer of fibers, the more rubbing is needed.

14/ Place a small towel under the bubble wrap and folde it over your felt circle.
Note: the layers will be from bottom up: towel, bubble wrap, felt circle, fold over of bubble wrap

15/ Roll all layers into a nice little jelly roll. Using a pool noodle helps with the rolling.

16/ Rock the jelly roll under the palm of your hands back and forth about 15-20 times. Rotate the
entire jelly roll a quarter turn and rock again. Repeat this four more times.
Note: the ticker the layer of fibers, the more rolling is needed.

17/ You’re almost there! Unroll your jelly roll.
If your felt circle looks a little oval shaped, just turn your felt circle ¼ turn and repeat step 16 to help
round it out.

18/ Unroll the jelly roll. Cut a small ½ “ circular hole in the center of one side, being careful not to cut
through the resist. It is important to start with a small hole - the hole will get much larger as you rub.
Note: A penny is shown in the image for hole size reference.

19/ Wet your finger with soap & water and gently rub around and around to heal (clean and refine) the
edge of the hole.
Note: as you rub the edge, the hole gets a little bigger!
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20/ Pull the resist through the hole.
Note: Because of the fibers undergoing the felting process, you may have to gently, but firmly
separate fibers from the resist, this is OK.

21/ Turn the vessel inside out through the hole. The hole may expand a little more as you turn the
vessel, this is OK.
22/ Rinse the vessel in clean water and white vinegar (about 1 tsp to 3 cups of water). Gently
squeeze out excess water. Then throw the vessel against the table 5-10 times. This is called “fulling”
and helps to further refine and strengthen the felt.

23/ Using your fingers, and a little more soapy water as needed, begin shaping the vessel. Cup the
vessel in the palm of your hand and use your fingers inside and outside to smooth bumps along the
side. Continue to manipulate the felt until a vessel shape begins to form. It is OK to add a little water
if needed.

24/ For best results, stuff the vessel to help hold its shape while it dries. Once stuffed, you can refine
the shape of the bowl. Note: Clean, plastic grocery bags work well for stuffing.
Depending on conditions, your beautiful, unique vessel should dry overnight.

Well done! Sit back and admire the unique vessel you’ve created!
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Thank you!
maura2782@gmail.com

Clip Fiber Arts on Facebook

